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Abstract: At present days, object detection and tracking concepts have gained
more importance among researchers and business people. Presently, deep learning
(DL) approaches have been used for object tracking as it increases the perfor-
mance and speed of the tracking process. This paper presents a novel robust
DL based object detection and tracking algorithm using Automated Image Anno-
tation with ResNet based Faster regional convolutional neural network (R-CNN)
named (AIA-FRCNN) model. The AIA-RFRCNN method performs image anno-
tation using a Discriminative Correlation Filter (DCF) with Channel and Spatial
Reliability tracker (CSR) called DCF-CSRT model. The AIA-RFRCNN model
makes use of Faster RCNN as an object detector and tracker, which involves
region proposal network (RPN) and Fast R-CNN. The RPN is a full convolution
network that concurrently predicts the bounding box and score of different
objects. The RPN is a trained model used for the generation of the high-quality
region proposals, which are utilized by Fast R-CNN for detection process.
Besides, Residual Network (ResNet 101) model is used as a shared convolutional
neural network (CNN) for the generation of feature maps. The performance of the
ResNet 101 model is further improved by the use of Adam optimizer, which tunes
the hyperparameters namely learning rate, batch size, momentum, and weight
decay. Finally, softmax layer is applied to classify the images. The performance
of the AIA-RFRCNN method has been assessed using a benchmark dataset and
a detailed comparative analysis of the results takes place. The outcome of the
experiments indicated the superior characteristics of the AIA-RFRCNN model
under diverse aspects.
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1 Introduction

Information technology developments raise the demand for supervision to avoid stealing and leakage of
data [1]. So, knowledge-based computational techniques, like tracing and detecting techniques of movable
objects, have become as main techniques in surveillance associated with security domain. Especially, the
techniques to find the object location or region of interest (RoI) that exist in surveillance images is a
major challenge in the area of computer vision related research [2]. Visual Object Tracking (VOT) is a
procedure applied to locate the random targeted objects, which is represented by RoI in the video frames.
Tracking process finds its applicability in different domains augmented reality, robotics, cinematography,
security and surveillance, and even entertainment [3].

The details of object position find helpful when required to deduce high level details and are utilized to
minimize the operations. The identification of object location from an input image could be attained by
2 processes [4]. The former is object recognition and the latter is object tracking. In first case, feature
extraction takes place on the image and discovers the type relevant to the class of the object by the earlier
information. After providing the image, the object could be recognized via the learned approach. Hence,
a machine learning (ML) technique is mostly utilized for recognition. However, in the next instance, the
pixel details that exist in the RoI will be searched instead of searching the object classes, and the area
holding the maximum resemblance is searched for the recently provided input image frames. Thus, object
detection relates to the process of discovering a formerly identified object in the applied input image
whereas object tracking relates to the task of searching for an object through morphological relationships
among nearby frames in the video [5]. Although, the objects that exist in the synthetic or real time
images can be tracked under varying image quality, resolution, backdrop, and so on [6]. Thus, the
abovementioned traditional tracking methods may not guarantee a higher detection rate in every scenario.

In recent times, several works have been carried out in the process of merging object recognition and
tracking models. This technique is named tracking by detection. Different machine learning (ML)
techniques are utilized for learning the detector in the identification of objects. The challenges that exist
in the object detection process are changes in illumination, object shapes, unexpected movement of
objects, etc. To manage these features, real time object recognition and tracking and learning models that
execute seamless updating are examined regularly. Convolutional neural network (CNN) models are
familiar among different computer vision processes, namely semantic segmentation, object detection, and
image classifiers [7]. The development of computer vision (CV) could be applied to the semantic
equivalent image they take from visual details. It depends either on the parameter optimization in online
or off-line learning to generate discriminating features while managing maximum tracking rate on
graphical processing unit (GPU). For resolving the issues forced by modernized applications, like those
on embedded systems and robotics [8], tracker should increase the tradeoff between speed and accuracy
trade-off to its limit. Modern neural design in CNN-based trackers keeps layers count almost small.
Learning a discriminated technique is a subject of practicing the network fine offline besides updating the
network and the technique online. The huge amount of video annotation databases like ImageNet VID
[9], or TrackingNet [10] assist the procedure of the tracking procedure.

A lot of new trackers have successfully manipulated the dynamic representations obtained by CNN.
Among the earlier studies that use CNN are GOTURN [11] and SiamFC [12], which employ shallow
networks and execute in real time platforms. GOTURN employed CNN for extracting features from the
targeted and searching regions. The features from these regions are then merged utilizing fully connected
(FC) layer and evaluated. The network undergoes training an end-to-end offline, for regression, i.e., for
predicting the position and object size in the searching area. Abundant data and tremendous augmentation
are mandatory for instructing the tracking model efficiently. SiamFC used convolution features, but rather
than utilizing the FC layers for comparing the object and search area methods, it performs cross
correlation of the features equivalent to the previous one from the final layer. The network is fully
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convoluted and undergoes training for classifying process, i.e., it discriminates among the features equivalent
to the object and those parallel to the backdrop. The objects location in the search area is selected as the
location across high cross-correlation score.

Nowadays, anchor-based ROI selection is integrated into a Siamese technique to track objects, named
SiamRPN [13]. The major advantage of utilizing anchors is the matching of bounding boxes of the object is
that the tracking technique could manage aspect ratio change when Conventional tracking models usually
deal only with size modifications during the maintenance of stable aspect ratio. Another advantage of
anchor is the requirement of lower data augmentation in contrary to a bounding box regression technique
like GOTURN. It is due to the fact that each anchor is estimated for each potential location and fine
tuned for fitting with the ground truth bounding box. Deeper, slower, and new composite trackers using
CNN are developed, such as ADNet [14] or MDNet [15], CREST [16]. They perform the tracking
process by initially understanding an extremely discriminative technique of the object and then adapting
the technique to all frames online. The online adaptation of the object technique incurs more delay for the
trackers even on modernized GPU.

This study introduces a robust DL based object detection and tracking approach using Automated Image
Annotation with ResNet based Faster RCNN (AIA-FRCNN) model. The AIA-RFRCNNmethod involves an
effective image annotation using Discriminative Correlation Filter (DCF) with Channel and Spatial
Reliability tracker (CSR) called DCF-CSRT model. The AIA-RFRCNN model uses Faster RCNN as an
object detector and tracker, which involves region proposal network (RPN) and Fast R-CNN. Besides,
Residual Network (ResNet 101) model is used as a feature extractor for the generation of feature maps.
The performance of the ResNet 101 model is further improved by the use of Adam optimizer for setting
the hyper-parameters. Finally, softmax layer is used for classification purposes. A detailed set of
experimental analyses takes place to ensure the effective performance of the AIA-RFRCNN model and
the results are examined in several aspects.

2 The Proposed AIA-RFRCNN Model

The proposed AIA-RFRCNN model undergoes two major stages for detecting and tracking the objects
that exist in the series of frames, namely DCS-CSRT based AIA and Faster RCNN based model. The detailed
workflows of these models are provided in the following subsections.

2.1 DCS-CSRT Model

Initially, the input videos are converted into a sequence of frames and the objects in the frame are marked
as objects for the creation of record files. The automated DCS-CSRT model is applied as an image annotation
tool for annotating the objects present in the input frame. It enables to annotation of the objects in a single
frame and makes automated annotation of the objects in all the frames that exist in the video. The localization
as well as enhancing procedures are given as follows: The features obtained from the search area are placed at
the desired location in the previous time-step and combined with well-known filter hz�1. Here, object
undergoes localization by adding the correlation responses weighted by the evaluated channel reliability
values wz�1. Hence, a scale is calculated with the help of single scale-space correlation filter. Per-channel
filter responses were employed for computing the prediction reliability scores

Here, training area is placed at the desired position which is determined at the localization phase. The
forefront and backdrop histograms ~c were obtained and improved by an exponential moving average with
learning value of gc. The forefront histogram has been acquired using Epanechnikov kernel inside the
calculated object's bounding boxes while backdrop is filtered from nearby area which is two times the
size of the object. The spatial reliability map m is developed and best filters ~h have been estimated via
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optimization. The per-channel learning reliability weight is determined as ~wðlernÞ ¼ ~wðlernÞ1 ; . . . ; ~wðlernÞNc

h iZ
are

evaluated from the correlation responses.

2.2 Faster R-CNN Based Object Detection and Tracking

Faster R-CNN is generally defined as a detection pipeline, which makes use of region proposal network
(RPN) as a region proposal model, and Fast R-CNN as a detector. It is a considerably an enhanced model of
R-CNN to attain faster and precise outcomes. It utilizes CNN for generating the object proposals called RPN
since classical RCNN and Fast RCNN make use of Selective Search in the initial level, known as RPN. In
other words, in Faster RCNN, the RPN initially uses a base network (i.e., ResNet-101) as a feature extractor
to generate feature map from the image. Then, it divides the feature map into many squared tiles and slides a
small network across every tile in succession. The small network allocates a collection of object confidence
scores and coordinates points of bounding boxes in every position of the tile. In this paper, ResNet 101 is
used as a feature extractor in RPN, followed by Fast RCNN based object detector.

Residual Networks (ResNet) applies the residual block to solve both degradation and gradient vanishing
issues that often arouses in CNN [17]. The residual block is used for enhancing the network efficiency and
performance. In specific, ResNet systems accomplished better achievements and stand place in the ILSVRC
2015 classification contest. At the same time, residual block in ResNet executes the remaining ones by
including the input and output of the residual block. There are 2 kinds of residual connections as given in
the following. The similarity shortcuts (x), could be employed directly while the dimensions are same for
both input and output. The residual function is expressed as:

y ¼ F x;Wð Þ þ x (1)

If there is a change in dimension, the shortcuts process the identity mapping along with additional zero
entries that are embedded with enhanced dimensions, later the projection shortcut has been applied for
matching the dimension with the help of given expression,

y ¼ F x;Wð Þ þWsx (2)

where x and W define the input and weight of a residual block; whereas y implies the outcome of a residual
block. The fundamental infrastructure namely, Residual Block, 2 and 3 layers deep are projected in Fig. 1.

Adam optimizer is an AdaptiveMoment estimation optimizer [18], a kind of DLmodel and it increases the
performance at a faster rate. It makes use of a first-order gradient-based optimization technique depending upon
the adaptive estimation of low-order moments. The process involved in the Adam optimizer is provided below.

Figure 1: (a) Residual learning building block (b) ResNet two layer block (c) ResNet three layer block
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Parameters: a: Learning Rate, b1; b2 2 ½0, 1] (Exponential decay rate for the moment estimate), f �ð Þ:
Stochastic objective function with parameters �, �O Initialization of parameter vector

Assumptions: mo  0 (Initialization of first moment vector) and vo  0 (Initialization of second
moment vector), t 0 (Initialization of time step)

while (�t!converged) then

t tþ 1

gt  r�ft ht � 1ð Þ (Find gradient based on stochastic objective at time step t)

mt  blmt�1 þ l� b1ð Þgt (Updating biased 1st moment estimation)

vt  b2vt�1 þ l� b2ð Þgt (Updating biased second actual moment estimation)

m̂t  mt= l� btl
� �

(Calculate bias corrected first moment estimation)

v̂t  vt= l� bt2
� �

(Calculate bias corrected second raw moment estimation)

ht  ht�1 � am̂t=
ffiffiffiffiffi
vt̂

p
þ e

� �
(Updating variable parameters).

End while

The standard parameter settings of the abovementioned variables are a ¼ 0:00l;b1 ¼ 0:9; b2 ¼ 0:999
and e ¼ l0�8. Every operation on vectors is element-wise, and bt1 and bt2;represents bl and b2 to the
power of t:

Faster R-CNN applies CNN for generating object proposals as opposed to Selective Search. RPN applies
image feature map is provided as input and produces group of object proposals, and object confidence score
as final output. A small network allocates a collection of object classification scores as well as bounding box
coordinates for every object location.

Fig. 2 shows the overall process of Faster-RCNN model. The steps followed in Faster R-CNN are
provided below:

Figure 2: Overall process of faster-RCNN
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� Initially, image is provided as an input and it is fed to the ResNet-101 (CNN) finally producing a
feature map for concerned image.

� Secondly, RPN is used on feature maps, which provides the object proposals with the objectness score
or value.

� Then, RoI pooling layer has been utilized on these proposals which leads to making every proposal a
similar size.

� At last, proposals are induced into FC layer which is composed of softmax layer as well as a linear
regression layer for classification tasks. Finally, it produces the bounding boxes for every object that
exists in the input video frame.

Next 2, layers also apply the same procedure such that 1 × 1 convolutional layer with 18 units is used to
classify objects, whereas 1 × 1 convolution with 36 units is consumed for bounding box regressor. Thus, the
18 units in the classifier segment provide a resultant size of (H, W, 18). Subsequently, the results were
employed for obtaining the possibilities of having objects in all backbone feature maps inside 9 of the
anchors at various points. Therefore, 36 units in the regression segment offer an output size of (H, W,
36), which is then applied to giving 4 regression coefficients for 9 anchors at the backbone feature map.
Such regression coefficients were utilized for enhancing the anchor coordinates with objects.

In general, the output feature map is comprised of 40 × 60 positions, such as 40 * 60 * 9~20k anchors. In
case of training time, every anchor that exceeds the boundary is removed and it is not responsible for loss of
function. It leaves around 6k anchors for an image. Here, an anchor is assumed to be a “positive” instance
when it meets the provided constraints namely,

� The anchor should have maximum Intersection over Union (IoU), along with a ground truth box.

� An anchor which has IoU higher than 0.7 with any ground truth boxes. The similar ground truth box
leads to various anchors that are allocated to positive samples.

� Then, the anchor is named as “negative” when the IoU with ground truth boxes is minimum than 0.3.
Hence, residual (positive or negative) anchors are not capable of RPN training.

� Training loss for RPN is assumed to be a multitask loss, which has been expressed by:

L pif g; tif gð Þ ¼ 1

Ncls

X
i
Lcls pi; p

�
i

� �þ k
1

Nreg

X
i
p�i Lreg ti; t

�
i

� �
(3)

� In this model, i denotes the index of an anchor in mini-batch. The classification loss Lclsðpi; p�i Þ defines
the log loss over 2 classes. pi implies resultant score from classification branch for anchor i, and p�i
represents the ground truth label (1 or 0).

� The regression loss Lreðti; t�i Þ is triggered when the anchor is filled with objects such that the ground
truth t�i is 1. The term ti describes the output prediction of regression layer with 4 parameters namely,
tx; ty; tw; and th.

� Here, regression coefficients were employed to the anchors that give accurate localization and
bounding boxes.

� The attained boxes are organized on the basis of the cls values. Thus, non-maximum suppression
(NMS) has been used with a threshold of 0.7. First, every bounding box with IoU of a maximum
than 0.7 and alternate bounding boxes are not considered for further processing.

The Fast R-CNN has CNN with concerned final pooling layer that is interchanged by an “ROI pooling”
layer while final fully connected (FC) layer is replaced by 2 branches such as a (K + 1) category softmax layer
branch as well as category-specific bounding box regression branch. The RoI is defined as a neural-net layer
that has been applied for object detection process. It was coined by Girshick [19]. It is meant to be an
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extensive task employed in object detection tasks with the help of CNN. The key objective is to process max
pooling on non-uniform input sizes and acquires fixed-size feature maps (7 × 7), gaining vital enhancement
of training and testing. Moreover, maximum detection accuracy can be accomplished. The simulation
outcome of ROI pooling layer is the size of (N, 7, 7, 512) where N implies the proposal count from the
RPN. When the attained results are passed to 2 FC layers, the features were induced into consecutive
classification and regression branches. Here, classification and detection branches vary from RPN. The
classification layer is composed of C units for all classes in the detection task. Then, features are
provided using softmax layer which leads to the generation of classification values. The regression layer
coefficients are utilized for enhancing the detected bounding boxes. The classification layer properly
provides the class labels for every detected object that exist in the video frames.

3 Performance Validation

In this section, an extensive series of experiments were carried out on three datasets and the results are
analyzed interms of detection accuracy, annotation time, Center Location Error (CLE), and Overlap Rate
(OR) [20]. The details of the dataset, measures, and results analysis are discussed in the subsequent
subsections. For comparison purposes, region scalable CNN (RS-CNN), Fast R-CNN, multi-object
detection and tracking (MDT), MPPCA, and social force (SF) are employed [21].

3.1 Dataset Used

Dataset 1 is a multi-object tracking bird dataset (http://cvlab.hanyang.ac.kr/tracker_benchmark/datasets.
html), which consists of 99 frames with the duration of 3 s. The second UCSDped2 (Test004) is an anomaly
detection dataset (http://www.svcl.ucsd.edu/projects/anomaly/dataset.htm), which comprises 180 frames and
the duration of the video is 6 s. Dataset 3 includes two sub files namely underwater blurred and underwater
crowded (https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11554-019-00879-6) which have a total of 2875 and
4600 frames under the duration of 575 s.

3.2 Performance Measures

The set of measures used to determine the performance of the AIA-FRCNNmodel is detection accuracy,
annotation time, CLE, and OR. CLE is mainly used to compute the accurateness and efficiency of the
compared tracking models and is represented as follows.

CLE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x0 þ xð Þ2 þ y0 þ yð Þ2

q
(4)

where ðx0; y0Þ represents the position of the objects offered by various tracking models, and ðx; yÞ indicates the
location of the ground truth values.

The OR indicates the stability level of every tracker since it assumes the size and pose of the target
objects. It can be defined by,

OR ¼ RoITBB \ RoIGTBB
RoITBB [ RoIGTBB (5)

where RoITBB indicates the bounding box of the RoI by the proposed method and RoIGTBB denotes the
bounding box of the RoI denoted by the ground truth value.

3.3 Results Analysis on Dataset 1

Fig. 3 shows the analysis of the results provided by AIA-FRCNN model and existing models interms of
detection accuracy on dataset 1. The figure showed that the SF model has reached the worst detection rate of
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the other methods. In continuing, the MDT and MPPCA models have resulted in a slightly higher and near
identical detection accuracy. In line with this, the Fast R-CNN model has attained somewhat acceptable
detection rate over the other methods. But it failed to show better results over the RS-CNN and
AIA-FRCNN models. Concurrently, it is depicted that the near optimal detection accuracy has been
provided by the RS-CNN model. However, maximum detection accuracy has been exhibited by the
proposed AIA-FRCNN model compared to other models on all the applied frames.

3.4 Results Analysis on Dataset 2

Fig. 4 indicates the analysis of the results provided by AIA-FRCNN model and previous methods with
respect to detection accuracy on dataset 2. The figure implied that the SF model has accomplished an inferior
detection rate over the alternate approaches. In line with this, the MDT as well as MPPCA methodologies
have attained better and closer detection accuracy. Along with that, the Fast R-CNN model has obtained
reasonable detection rate over the other methods. Likewise, the RS-CNN model has outperformed and
achieved maximum detection rate than the other models. However, it is unsuccessful to imply better
results over the IRS-CNN and AIA-FRCNN models. At the same time, it is illustrated that the near
optimal detection accuracy has been provided by the IRS-CNN model. Thus, higher detection accuracy
has been showcased by the proposed AIA-FRCNN model when compared to other models on all the
applied frames.

3.5 Results Analysis on Dataset 3

Fig. 5 showcase the qualitative analysis of the AIA-FRCNNmodel on dataset 3. The figure depicted that
the AIA-FRCNN method has productively detected and tracked multiple objects present in the input video
frames in dataset 3. The first column points to the original image and the second column show the
corresponding tracked output. The figure demonstrated that the AIA-FRCNN model has predicted all the
four objects that exist in the frame and provided a bounding box with detection rate.

Figure 3: Comparisons of various methods for dataset 1 in terms of detection accuracy
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Fig. 6 exhibits the analysis of the results provided by AIA-FRCNN model and existing models interms
of detection accuracy on dataset 3. The figure represented that the SF model has achieved the worst detection
rate over the alternate methods. In line with this, the MDT and MPPCA technologies have resulted in a
slightly higher and closer identical detection accuracy. Likewise, the Fast R-CNN model has achieved
moderate detection rate over the other methods. Hence, it failed to exhibit better results than the RS-CNN
and AIA-FRCNN models. At the same time, it is shown that the closer optimal detection accuracy has

Figure 4: Comparisons of various methods for dataset 2 in terms of detection accuracy

Figure 5: Visualizing objection detection of AIA-RFRCNN for dataset 3 (Blurred)
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been offered by the RS-CNN model. Thus, maximum detection accuracy has been shown by the proposed
AIA-FRCNN model compared to other models on all the applied frames.

3.6 Analysis of Average CLE

Tab. 1 depicts the results analysis of the AIA-FRCNN and existing models interms of average CLE. On
the applied dataset 1, the DSST model has shown its ineffectiveness in tracking the objects and attained a
maximum average CLE of 56.72. Next to that, the CF2 and KCF models have achieved somewhat lower
CLE over the KCF model by obtaining closer average CLE of 38.50 and 45.57 respectively. Along with
that, a moderate average CLE value of 17.38 has been accomplished d by CSK model, which is better
than the CLE values provided by the previous models. Moreover, the OMFL and FCT models have
resulted in low and nearer CLE values of 7.49 and 9.30 respectively.

But the AIA-RFRCNN model has ensured its effective results by attaining a minimum average CLE of
5.67. On the applied dataset 2, the DSST model has shown its ineffectiveness in tracking the objects and
attained a higher average CLE of 58.31. Next to that, the CF2 and KCF models have achieved somewhat
lower CLE over the KCF model by attaining closer average CLE of 40.58 and 47.20 respectively.
Likewise, a moderate average CLE value of 19.48 has been accomplished d by CSK model, which is
better than the CLE values provided by the previous models. In addition, the OMFL and FCT models

Figure 6: Comparisons of various methods for dataset 3 in terms of detection accuracy

Table 1: Results analysis of average CLE (in Pixels) of AIA-RFRCNN with state of art methods

Methods Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3

AIA-RFRCNN 5.67 6.89 4.32

OMFL 7.49 9.21 12.88

CSK 17.38 19.48 29.40

FCT 9.30 15.86 20.79

DSST 56.72 58.31 63.84

CF2 38.50 40.58 48.76

KCF 45.57 47.20 50.42
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have resulted in low and nearer CLE values of 9.21 and 15.86 correspondingly. However, the AIA-RFRCNN
model has approved effective results by accomplishing a lower average CLE of 6.89.

On the applied dataset 3, the DSST model has showcased its inefficiency in tracking the objects and
reached a higher average CLE of 63.84. Followed by, the CF2 and KCF methodologies have attained
least CLE over the KCF model by attaining closer average CLE of 48.76 and 50.42 respectively. In line
with this, a better average CLE value of 29.40 has been accomplished d by CSK model, which is better
than the CLE values provided by the previous models. Furthermore, the OMFL and FCT models have
resulted in low and nearer CLE values of 12.88 and 20.79 respectively. But the AIA-RFRCNN model has
ensured its effective results by attaining the least average CLE of 4.32.

3.7 Analysis of Results Interms of Overlap Rate

Tab. 2 and Fig. 7 depict the results analysis of the AIA-FRCNN and existing models interms of average
CLE. On the applied dataset 1, the DSST model has shown its ineffectiveness in tracking the objects and
attained a higher overlap rate of 0.52. Next to that, the CF2 and KCF methodologies have achieved
somewhat lower CLE over the KCF model by reaching closer overlap rates of 0.63 and 0.68 respectively.
In line with this, a moderate overlap rate value of 0.71 has been attained by CSK model, which is better
than the CLE values provided by the existing models. In addition, the OMFL and FCT models have
resulted in high and nearer CLE values of 0.78 and 0.74 respectively. But the AIA-RFRCNN model has
ensured its effective results by attaining a maximum overlap rate of 0.89.

Table 2: Results analysis of overlap rate of AIA-RFRCNN with state of art methods

Methods Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3

AIA-RFRCNN 0.89 0.86 0.91

OMFL 0.78 0.77 0.72

CSK 0.71 0.68 0.64

FCT 0.74 0.73 0.69

DSST 0.52 0.49 0.46

CF2 0.68 0.65 0.62

KCF 0.63 0.59 0.51

Figure 7: Results analysis of overlap rate of AIA-RFRCNN model
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On the applied dataset 2, the DSST model has shown its ineffectiveness in tracking the objects and
attained a higher overlap rate of 0.49. Then, the CF2 and KCF models have achieved somewhat lower
CLE over the KCF model by obtaining closer overlap rates of 0.65 and 0.59 respectively. Similarly, a
moderate overlap rate value of 0.68 has been accomplished d by CSK model, which is better than the
CLE values provided by the previous models. Also, the OMFL and FCT models have resulted in high
and nearer CLE values of 0.77 and 0.73 respectively. But the AIA-RFRCNN model has ensured its
effective results by attaining a maximum overlap rate of 0.86. On the applied dataset 3, the DSST model
has shown its inefficiency in tracking the objects and attained a maximum overlap rate of 0.46. Next, the
CF2 and KCF models have achieved minimum CLE over the KCF model by obtaining closer overlap
rates of 0.62 and 0.51 respectively. Along with that, a moderate overlap rate value of 0.64 has been
accomplished by CSK model, which is better than the CLE values provided by the compared models.
Moreover, the OMFL and FCT models have resulted in high and nearer CLE values of 0.72 and
0.69 respectively. But the AIA-RFRCNN model has ensured its effective results by attaining a maximum
overlap rate of 0.91.

3.8 Result Analysis: Annotation Time

Tab. 3 tabulates the results analysis of the AIA-FRCNN model interms of annotation time. The table
values indicated that dataset 1 requires a manual annotation time of 1800 s whereas the proposed
automated annotation time of only 1.2 s. Besides, the bird dataset 2 requires a higher manual annotation
time of 1200 s which is completely reduced to 0.8 s. Furthermore, the underwater blurred and crowded
dataset needs only a minimum of 8.5 and 18.4 s respectively. These reduced annotation times incurred by
the presented AIA method indicated that the AIA tool consumes significantly lesser amount of time for
annotating the images.

From the abovementioned tables and figures, it is evident that the proposed AIA-RFRCNN model is the
effective tool for the detection and tracking of objects with maximum detection rate, overlap rate, minimum
average CLE and annotation time.

4 Conclusion

This paper has presented a novel robust DL based object detection and tracking algorithm using
AIA-RFRCNN model. Initially, the input videos are converted into a sequence of frames and the objects
in the frame are marked as objects for the creation of record files. The automated DCS-CSRT model is
applied as an image annotation tool for annotating the objects present in the input frame. The AIA-
RFRCNN model uses Faster RCNN as an object detector and tracker, which involves RPN and Fast R-
CNN. The performance of the ResNet 101 model is further improved by the use of Adam optimizer for
setting the hyper-parameters namely learning rate, batch size, momentum, and weight decay. Finally,
softmax layer is used for classification purposes. The performance of the AIA-RFRCNN model has been
tested against three benchmark video datasets and the results are determined under different measures.

Table 3: Time taken for annotation manual vs. AIA tool

Dataset Testbed Frames Manual annotation time (s) Automated annotation time (s)

Dataset 1 Test004 180 1800 1.2

Dataset 2 Bird 99 1200 0.8

Dataset 3 Blurred 2875 9800 8.5

Crowded 4600 15600 18.4
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The presented AIA-RFRCNN model has outperformed the existing models with maximum detection
accuracy of 94.67%, 98.43%, and 96.15% on the applied dataset 1, 2, and 3 respectively. In the future,
hybrid metaheuristics based hyperparameter optimizers can be included to improve the overall performance.
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